Book Report Pizza Rubric
Name _____________________________________

Due Date ______________

Book Title: __________________________________________________________
Frozen Pizza

School Pizza

Papa John’s

Donato’s

Crust is sloppy and
missing information
1-2 pts

Crust looks okay and is
missing one piece of
information
3 pts

Crust looks okay and
contains all needed
information
4 pts

Crust is decorative and
contains all needed
information
5 pts

Little or no pictures
used and hard to
associate with story.
1-5 pts

Pictures chosen are
okay. A little too much
open space.
6-7 pts

Good pictures chosen
that represent story
well. Most is filled.
8-9 pts

Great pictures chosen
that represent the story
well. All space is filled.
10 pts

Summary is off the
mark and not accurate.

Summary is way to
long or way too short.
Climax is a little off.
6-7 pts

Good plot summary
and climax explanation.
A little too much or too
little information.
8-9 pts

Outstanding, brief plot
summary and climax
explanation. Short, but
well written.
10 pts

1-5 pts

Explanation of roles
needs improvement
and/or missing one
important character.
6-7 pts

Okay explanation of
roles and good choice
of characters to
discuss.
8-9 pts

Great explanation of
roles and good choice
of characters to
discuss.
10 pts

Very little opinion given
and not much
explanation stated.
1-5 pts

Your opinion needs
more explanation and
depth.
6-7 pts

Good explanation of
your opinion. Depth
was okay.
8-9 pts

Great explanation of
your opinion. Depth
was excellent.
10 pts

Very little collage
explanation stated.
1-5 pts

Your collage needs
more explanation and
depth.
6-7 pts

Good explanation of
your collage. Depth
was okay.
8-9 pts

Great explanation of
your collage. Depth
was excellent.
10 pts

Setting
Slice 5 (5pts)

Not nearly enough
information. More time
needed to be spent
finishing this product.
1-2 pts

Setting is not explained
well. Almost no
support given. Only
basics are here.
3 pts

Very good explanation
of setting. Some
vague comments, but
still strong.
4 pts

Perfect explanation of
setting. Everything
explained and makes
sense.
5 pts

Conflicts
Slice 6 (5pts )

Not nearly enough
information. More time
needed to be spent
finishing this product.
1-2 pts

Both conflicts not
explained well. Almost
no support given.
Basics are here but not
much else.
3 pts

Very good explanation
of both conflicts .
Some vague
comments, but still
strong.
4 pts

Perfect explanation of
both conflicts.
Everything explained
and makes sense.

Theme is not explained
well. Almost no
support given. Basics
are here but not much
else.
3 pts

Very good explanation
of theme. Some vague
comments, but still
strong.

Perfect explanation of
theme. Everything
explained and makes
sense.

4 pts

5 pts

Pizza looks okay, but
there is a major
mistake that should
have been touched up.
4-5 pts

Pizza looks very good.
Only one or two small
mistakes.

Pizza looks perfect.
Nothing is done
sloppily.

6-7 pts

8 pts

Points

Criteria

Crust
(5 points)

Picture
Collage
(10 pts )

Plot
Mountain
Slice 1 (10 pts )

Character
Slice 2 (10 pts)
Review
Slice 3 (10 pts)

1-5 pts

Weak explanation of
roles and too many
characters missing.

Explanation

Slice 4 (10pt)

Theme
Slice 7 (5pts)

Not nearly enough
information. More time
needed to be spent
finishing this product.
1-2 pts

Grammar
/Neatness
(8 points)

Grading Code:
G – Poor Grammar
C – Confusing
M – Messy
DIR - Directions

Pizza is a mess.
“Bus work”
1-3 pts

5 pts

TOTAL POINTS
W – Weak writing or picture
HWR - Handwriting
INC – Incomplete section

___________

/75

